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INTERVIEW

What is Divine Diamond meditation about?
Deepening your connection through your heart, giving you a pure heart experience that
creates a deep inner silence, which is only rarely achieved after many years of Meditation. You
also receive healing through the process physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually from
the Divine frequencies that we call the sacred geometric living light.
Tell us the history?
I cannot tell you too much about the Divine Diamonds history other then it becomes reactivated
through us on the earth during times of great change or evolution. It is about the activation of
the inner light through the Divine heart, this creates an evolution in our entire system and the
world, {a Paradigm}.
How did it come to you?
I have been aware that It has always been with me (mysteriously), as it is with everyone. For
much of my life I prayed and did spiritual work always asking to be able to actually
FACILITATE a type of manifestation that works directly with each person and becomes
stronger with more participants. When I was a child I always felt my life’s work would not start
until I was 45yrs. and that is when the Divine Diamond fully activated thru me.
What’s its purpose and to whom is it suited for?
It is Suited for everyone and it’s purpose is to reconnect us to our Divine hearts which
develops a universal unity of a Higher evolution in accordance to the Divine Plan and present
day Paradigm we are in.
Are there any similarities between DD therapeutic meditations and the so-called
quantum cures?
You would have to be clearer on what you mean by Quantum cures, but I will say it is working
on a Divine Multidimensional Quantum level with out human intervention. Other then your
intention it is following for yourself or others as it is healing and evolving you energetically or
the ones you hold in your heart for healing.
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Is DD essentially a cure process or more like a spiritual path?
Booth for you cannot separate the two.
What’s the difference between DD meditations and traditional meditation’s like those
practiced in Buddhism or Hinduism?
It is not a technique or a process as much as it is a receiving of Grace that relaxes and allows
for the bounty of the Divine heart to be realized and harvested.
Is the main purpose of DD meditations to take us into a state of illumination, a Nirvana
state/Samadhi, of true awakening?
Yes, it is healing us towards that ! Yet there are a lot of misconceptions about those states that
will naturally fall away in the Divine Diamonds light, this will cause deeper relaxation and
understanding the more time we spend connecting to our inner Diamonds.
What type of energy is employed in DD?
Divine frequencies that are a pure multidimensional living Sacred geometric light. This means
it has the ability to communicate and is what I like to refer to as the language of light that can
heal on all levels.
Is there a way to define it besides being the love that penetrates all?
NO, experience is worth more then a 1000 words.
In terms of the interior physical transformation - DNA level - is it electromagnetic? does
it work energetically using the energetic centers of the body like oriental medicines do?
It is much more then electromagnetic, it’s able to do that and more, being Divinely manifest it is
able to do whatever is necessary.
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Is there any scientific way to try and describe it?
To keep it simple and going back to the words Quantum and Multidimensional, all we can say
here simply is that it can to do things on all levels by this equation, E=MC 2 There are even
Divine equations of Sacred Geometric light that can be felt and experiences but are not able to
be written or explained. Like if someone does not understand the meaning or experience of the
words sweet or bitter how would you explain chocolate.
In what way are healthy people, who do not need emotional or physical cure, able to
benefit from DD?
From the love and in the way it relaxes us, for we all have inner tension and need to lay down
some type of burden, even if it is a weight we are unaware of because we have been carrying
for so lone or where born carrying it. “In the light the shadows are no more.”
If DD meditations are as ‘simple’ as connecting us with the divine source, what is the
purpose of the Sacred Star activation workshops?
The Meditations connect us to that source in our Bodies through our hearts, our inner
Diamonds and are always by donation. The Sacred Star activations are a Divine activation that
goes beyond the body and hearts connection to the deeper multidimensional source in
creation. These activations allow us to anchor more Divine light here on earth and are a
certified process.
Does it make sense to pay to activate interior stars whose aim is to connect us with the
Divine source?
Yes, if you want to become certified as a Facilitator and go deeper with this work. Each of the
workshop/Intensive connects us energetically to the Multidimensional Source of Divine Light
beyond the Body, through the Star Activations. This allows us to be able to anchor a Divine
Quantum level of frequency (around us and that which we are intending to work on). This is
independent of our bodies thru a Sacred Divine Heart frequency containment field. Our
participation is through our intension, assisting us in our development of awareness, more
deeply embodies us and matures us spiritually.
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Why seven stars?
Well actually there are now 9 Stars that have experienced the Divine blue prints of so far and
twelve certified activations. I have perceived even a 13th activation but for now I am not able to
see how many days that might take to activate and I am not ready for that yet, if it is even
going to be possible. That is going to take longer for the 13th activation if we have one. This
appears not be available to every activation level we have like all the others are for the
intensity of that needs the participants to have accomplished some prior activations. When I
perceive more on this I will gladly share the details as best as I can.
What's your philosophical background and how do you integrate DD in that?
Feeling the word God means the precious Light of Love, fondly feeling that is the meaning of
Christ (Light of Love), which is in everything as I see it and is the true and greatest source of
healing. This Divine love has the ability to mysteriously manifest: “like the Divine Diamond.”
What’s your view on the current state of humanity?
We are at a very important time in our evolution and things are moving very fast at this time.
The most important thing for all of us is the need to practice with each other and ourselves love
and patience. If we are not looking for our inner value now, we most likely will be under the
challenges the Paradigm will bring in the times ahead.
What’s your view on the new age movements?
It seems a lot of people have become very ungrounded through most of the new age
movements, but some of it is fantastic when it teaches and speaks of love and unity.
Do you think what you do is new age?
I just facilitate, the Diamond is about being in the body, being a zero, to be fully present and
more connected to the earth; not floating around in many of the cosmic or new age concepts. It
is more of an old age truth then new age idealisms.
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How can we, in a moment when there are so many spiritual claims, distinguish between
serious guides and claims, and charlatans who want to take advantage of people's
spiritual anxiety?
The point here is that Truth is an experience not a bunch of words, sounds or concepts that
you think about and interpret. Divine Diamond healing is a pure Living alive experience where
you can connect and discover that the answers are within. Maybe you need some help to clear
the noise and chaos so as to discover that inner truth for yourself. All we do in this work is
create a safe environment for you to have your own experience, not tell you what to do, or
believe.
Is there a danger, do you think, of some people (perhaps with some psychological
frailties), using DD in a distorted way, using it to alienate themselves and escaping from
a reality they cannot face. Don’t you think some people keep running from one novelty
to another like spiritual tourists, consuming instead of consummating the experiences?
People have the tendency to look outside for the answers and chase after the truth rather then
listen within their Hearts, where in my experience is a super computer that has all the answers
there are to everything. The Divine Diamond is here to help you to become more grounded into
your Heart, to stop looking outside for the answers. So you can find the answers in your life as
you are now, today. By helping you to become calm enough and gain the confidence to access
the super computer of the Heart.
How do you see the movements for approximation science and spiritual traditions and,
such as those streamlined by the Dalai Lama and several scientists?
I cannot answer that because I stopped reading all books over 20 yrs ago and I have no idea
what you are talking about.
Do you think a guru or spiritual master/example is important?
Yes, just as a Doctor must be taught in order to practice medicine.
What was the importance of Amma in your life?
Amma I believe is a perfect Master of which I trust 100 % and accept her guidance with great
appreciation and gratitude. She is a very rear teacher to have because I believe she has no
ego, and therefore she can lead you also out of yours. I believe there are very few who could
do that. Amma is always guiding me in this process and it is in my opinion the only way for us
to be guided completely out of this Dream of mind and Ego; to do so is by pure Grace. To do it
alone is 99.9% impossible in my opinion. I also would recommend her to everyone for her
unconditional love and purity are healing.
You also do Vortex?
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Vortexhealing R is like a photoshop program for bodies, like a very detailed picture can be
made using many layers. The human body could be said to have thousand of layers based on
survival consciousness. With Vortexhealing R we can remove those burdensome layer that
effect our heath physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually, this changes the picture we
had of ourselves.
The other cure you use is a machine that is also at least as controversial. What’s the
advantage of such machines over techniques such as reiki for instance?
Reiki is like a magnifying glass and If it was not for Reiki opening people up to what it can do,
we would not be able to as easily accept VortexhealingR Divine Energy Healing and its very
profound way of working. Science has also evolved our awareness to be able to accept
computer bio-resonance Quantum Healing. The e-Lybra 9R is an objective analysis and
balancing treatment biased on the information gathered from the bio-resonance equipment that
energetically scans the body. It is like a very powerful microscope. Its treatment is formulated
on the massive amount of information it has about the body and can access almost instantly,
independent of the practitioner and human interpretation. I believe in using all three types of
healing, Divine, Human and Machine.
What’s the meaning of your name?
My name has many meanings, I will share this one, Aniruddhan in the Hindu pantheon was
known to bring the East and the West together, knowledge and devotion, today we would say
(science and spirituality).
When did you change your name and why?
I was Given the Name by Amma over 12 yrs. ago and it really felt like the direction of my life,
supportive to the process and path I was on, so I took it from that day on as my own.
What do you think is the most important thing you could say to our readers?
Imagination is more important then intellect because it is the creative potential of our hearts.
Awakening us though our hearts to our innocence, which deepens the effect of the Divine
Hearts creative potential. Experience is worth more then 1000 words because the true source
of knowledge is experience. I feel we live in a time where we need to have the experience that
allow for us to see through our current situation and opens the way for Divine understanding to
shine. I would also like to share that we the Divine Diamond Facilitators believe in the Divine
power through being a Zero, so we are have no intention to become separate and therefore
are not teachers, swamis, Guru’s or Masters. We are here to facilitate and share our
experience as equals through the unity of Zero. We believe the greatest gift is that of being
present and listening through our hearts in equality with all life.
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